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American Committee on Africa
305 East 46th Street
New York, New York 10017
(212) 838-5030
June 11, 1978

To:
From:

ACOA Executive Board

Prexy Nesbitt

, Subject:

A Report on a Trip to Southern Africa

"Six years of war is neither a lot nor a little. We are no
longer at the beginning but we still have a long way to go. We
have proved that we cannot be beaten, we have yet to demonstrate
that we can win. The mango does not become a huge tree in one
day. But as with the growing mango tree we are profoundly rooted
in the soil which is our people, and the first fruits are already
tasted by the masses.
"We have come a long way, from division, uncertainty and
ignorance. We ·have come from nothing and become a People, a
People where before there were only tribes. Combatants have come
from the rank of the peasants, industrial workers, and those working
in the mines and plantations. From our illiteracy we have made
schools, from our sickness hospitals. Where forced labor once
reigned there now grow cooperatives, and production which formerly
served the exploiters is now part of the people's strength."
(Editorial, Mozambique Revolution, 1970)
The May 4th raid on SWAPO at Kassinga, Angola by the South African fascists,*
the FNLC uprising and the Western-initiated Pan African Security Force for Zaire,
the acceleration of the armed struggle in both Zimbabwe and South Africa, the
processes of consolidating "people's power" in Angola and Mozambique, all these
events and others constituted a most historic moment in which to be traveling
through southern Africa.
During the six weeks from mid-April until early June, I visited Tanzania,
Mozambique, Botswana, Zambia and Kenya. Additionally, I had meetings with antiapartheid and solidarity organizations in London, Geneva, Lisbon and Rome. In
the course of the trip I did various radio and newspaper interviews about antiapartheid and solidarity activities in the United States. These were done for
*See Appendix I for text of SWAP0's "Kissinga Emergency Appeal."
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both governmental and liberation movement stations in Tanzania, Botswana and
Zambia. (Samples of some press coverage are attached to this report.)*
Throughout the trip I received invaluable assistance from the staff of
the Canadian support organization, Canadian University Service Overseas (CUSO).
Unfortunately, an intended trip to Angola did not materialize--largely due
to scheduling limitations.
If there is one overriding impression I have from my trip it is that
an increased amount of political and material support to the liberation movements (SWAPO, the ANC, and the Patriotic Front) and the Frontline States is
an imperative.**
The purden presently being carried by Mozambique in particular is a
grave one. Though Mozambique does not see its -support to the struggle in
Zimbabwe as a burden but rather as an integral portion of Mozambique's own
struggle, the reality is that the solidarity being displayed is costly.
"Mozambique-Zimbabwe, one struggle
• • • • By supporting the Zimbabwe
struggle, we are defending Mozambique. Thus we say that support
and solidarity are not charity or
favour, but mutual assistance between forces fighting for the
same objective.
"
President Samora Machel

Between March, 1976 and March, 1977,
143 acts of aggression against
Mozambique by the Smith forces.
Between May, 1976 and November,
1977, 1,763 civilians murdered;
over 1,208 wounded.
People's Power magazine, Number 10,
October-December 1977

On May 9th I visited Doeroi. Divided into seven different settlements,
Doeroi has approximately 24,000 Zimbabwean refugees, the majority of whom are
between 14 and 20 years of age. The camp is administered by two structures:
a) the representatives of ZANU-the Patriotic Front and; b) personnel from
Frelimo's Nucleo de Apoio aos Refugiados e Movimentos da Libertacao, the Center
for Support to Refugees and Liberation Movements. In addition, UNHCR is involved
in some of the logistics problems and is currently seeking government permission
to open a sub-office in Beira to work with the Mozambique government's provincial refugee service.
There are problems at Doeroi.
malnutrit1-on, anemia and pneumonia.

Many people arrive at Doeroi with acute
There are over 100 cases of tuberculosis.

*See Appendix II.
**See my Some Specific Proposals for Africa Fund Support.
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At one point people were getting sick from the maize meal kitchens. There is
no pumped water for the kitchens or the clini c as the pump is broken, awaiting
parts and a technician. In spite of the difficulties, people are both making
bricks for a new clinic and making impressive desks, chairs and bowls in
several carpentry shops.
Besides an urgent need for clothing and blankets at Doeroi additional
items are needed in the following areas:
Agricultural
Production
hoes
axes
shovels

Education

Camp
Maintenance

portable black
boards
notebooks
pencils
"progressive"
primary level
textbooks

administrative:
typewriters
short wave
radios
$s to repair
water pumps

Carpentry
Shop
saws
haunners
chisels
vises

In Zambia I visited Victory Camp. Twenty miles from Lusaka, Victory Camp
is a former MPLA settlement. It contains one of the ZMU-Patriotic Front schools.
The overall camp,housing over 12,000 students, is divided into a boys section
called JZ Camp (names after J. Z. Moyo) and Victory Camp which houses the women.
It is expected that within the next year there will be 20,000 students at this
ZAPU school.* In addition to the sections for the students, ZAPU also administers two maternity centers, one for 500 mothers with infants, the other for
expectant mothers.
Transporting ZAPU cadre and others under ZAPU care from Botswana to
Zambia continues to be a major problem. UNHCR currently says it has no funds
to airlift even women and children.
Let me say at this moment that the camp at Selibi Pikwe is not a good
situation. Viewed as a transit camp by all parties involved, ZAPU-Patriotic
Front, Botswana government and UNHCR, there is a minimal structure with all
efforts geared to just facilitation of the movement of people north as flights
are available.
Items indicated earlier as needed for Doeroi are also needed for Victory
Camp. However, an additional and urgent need is for a second concrete mixer to
help speed up housing construction which is being undertaken.
*From ZAPU officials I learned that there are currently 33,000 Zimbabweans under
ZAPU care in Zambia with another 11,000 in the Botswana transit camps at Selibi
Pikwe. According to UNHCR and ZAPU, two hundred to three hundred Zimbabwean
refugees are entering Botswana every day.
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In general, both in Mozambique and in Zambia, for both Patriotic FrontZANU and Patriotic Front-ZAPU there is a major obstacle which must be overcome.
Simply stated it is the necessity to create a~ alternative society for what is
at minimum over 100,000 exiled Zimbabweans--many of whom are not active cadre.
No amount of planning could have anticipated the vast stream of people--especially
young people--who are presently in both Zambia (via Botswana) and Mozambique.
The challenge this task presents to solidarity and support groups is intensified
support to the Patriotic Front and the Frontline States involved.*
Botswana and the South African Exile Community
"Every day becomes a burden."
Soweto student to the author
Gaberone, May 17, 1978
Between January 1, 1975 and February 25, 1977 1,146 South African exiles,
the majority are students, were said to have entered Botswana.** Currently,
according to UNHCR figures, South African refugees are entering Botswana at
the rate of some 30 per month.
It should be immediately observed, however, that these figures in and of
themselves mean very little. The Tswana-speaking people have long demonstrated
a great deal of movement, legal and extra-legal, back and forth across the BotswanaSouth Africa border. In fact, the greater portion of the Cetshwana people live
on the South African side. Thus, there should be a substantial margin of error
attached to these figures.
The important point about the situation in Botswana is its explosiveness.
On the one hand, gathered in Botswana is a highly volatile and politicized group
of South Africans. Young men and women who, though in their early teens, have
a demonstrated capacity for organizing mass struggle. They are angry and suspicious. Incidents like:
·
a large group of students being returned from Nigeria after an
alienating experience there with the northern Nigerian school
system; several of the students being arrested by the Botswana
police after they had exposed, detained and beaten some South
African government infiltrators; the 25 some odd cases of student
refugees being deported back to South Africa; several students
being offered scholarships to Danish universities only to be
declared prohibited immigrants and sent back to Botswana upon
*On this I was singularly impressed that U. S. churches and their agencies seem
to have done little to help in this situation. I was told by a leading ZAPU
figure that the Victory Camp has received no support from any U.S. church body.
**See United Nations General Assembly Report A/32/65, "Report of the Mission
on Emergency Assistance for South African Student Refugees."
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their arrival at the Copenhagen airport; the current plan of
the Botswana government to re-settle all South Africans into
a town to be constructed 180 kms west of Gaberone towards
the Kalahari.
These events and others are rapidly awakening these young students to
a reality that they term "the need to fight Seretse just as we fought
Johannes Balthazar."
On the other side, we have a Botswana government combined with the Council
of Churches and UNHCR into a Botswana Refugee Council structure, which is singularly inadequate to the task of serving as a host country to even well-organized
exiled political forces, let alone to multiples of political forces which are
still struggling to obtain some internal political cohesion. Add to this the
fact that the refugees' presence is clearly politicizing various sectors of the
Botswana population* and one comes up with some understanding of the political
dynamite steadily uncapping in Botswana.
On this particular Africa trip, various concrete things were accomplished.
Confirmation was made about Africa Fund shipment (s) of medical supplies to
Mozambique, excellent discussions were held with SWAPO, ANC and ZANU-ZAPU Patriotic
Front personnel. Additional funds were raised for the bank campaign.
Perhaps it was what I learned from people about the situation in southern
Africa--and hopefully what I shared with people on the frontline about our situation in the United States--which was the greatest aspect of the trip. Whether it
was learning about the extensive use of "native Americans" as mercenaries (because
among other reasons their tracking skills), or about recent fatal poisonings of
some seventeen ZANU commanders in base camps, or be it sitting with SWAPO and
MPLA "camaradas" as they learned about the horror of the Kassinga raid; thesa
are the experiences which fuel one's ability to continue concrete solidarity work.
If there is any one final (hopefully more useful) note which I would share
it is this. Those struggling in southern Africa, whether in the movements or in
the Frontline States, all desire much more information from those of us they view
as "friends" in the United States. The journalists, academicians, congressional
aides, researchers all of varying degrees of disrepute, are pouring into southern
Africa. What is desired is more well-organized and consistent contact with the
various solidarity groups in the States. (As well, people would like to become
better informed as to who is who, who the various solidarity groups are, what they
do, etc. Two concrete ways to do this were suggested: a) preparation of a who's
who in the journalism world; and b) an updated and complete cataloguing of and
commentary about various solidarity groups.)
*On May 16, 1978 carrying placards with Lenin's picture and slogans like "Our
bellies are empty," "Taxation is exploitation," "Workers unite," some 300
government manual workers marched to protest inflation and an unfair distribution
of the national income. They demanded that top civil servants be lowered in
salary and workers be better paid.
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There is widespread recognition about the extent to which Africa is being
situated on the front pages of government and multinational corporate drawing
boards throughout the United States. Brzezinski's overt proposal that the
U. So should cause the Neto government "more trouble" and the controversy amongst
"Africanists" over who was going to do AID's latest southern Africa study--both
were followed carefully.
But there is a generalized cognizance as well about the disadvantage of not
being within the portals of information generation and flowo* Therefore, everywhere and everyone in Africa requests information, be it books, magazine articles, newspaper clippings, monographs, films or tape recordings of speeches.
All of these items--sent regularly and reliably--constitute additional weaponry,
concrete solidarity for the continuing liberation struggle.

*Basil Davidson in his recent book, Africa in Modern History: The Search for
a New Society, comments, accurately I think, that the quantity of information
about Africa in this half of the twentieth century is "vast and will become
largero" What he fails to point out is that much of this information is,
ironically, not available to the subjects themselves, African nations and peoples.
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Postscript
It was a trip in which I learned a great deal. But it was one in which
a lot of firm old roots were re-tapped. Walking into a SWAPO office in
London, I was .thrilled to have the chief ' representative say to me upon walking
in, "I remember you, you talked about Malcolm X and the struggle of black
Americans to the Kurasini International Education Center for Refugees in 1965."
Some experiences I cannot go into, in fact do not belong in a formal
report. By way of closing this brief Postscript I share with you the reader,
my friend$, my comrades the following entry from my trip diary dated Saturday,
May 6, 197b Maputo, Mozambique:
"Today I met two officials here in Mozambique. Both together
say much about Mozambique and the world within which it
is situated. One was a United Nations director. Young,
suave and blase-acting,he works dispensing food andother
materials to the 70,000 Zimbabwean refugees in Mozambique.
Throughout our discussion he stayed"laid back," never
s~euiing to be involved except when one of his UN colleaguessans apology- burst in to inform him that squash would
commence at lp.m. on this particular beautiful Saturday.
The other man was most impressive and representative,I
think- of the discipline,committment and clarity throughout
much of Mocanibiquan society. Like his uniform,he
was
starched and formal but claearly bristling with energy and
force. When he smiled his entire long body just melted into
the grin.
Comrada_____ was a big man, and clearly in shape.
The way he looked at you, you could tell this was someone
accustomed to telling people what to do,confident that they
would not only do as instructed but understand why they
were doing what they were doing as well.Every move,
gesture,expression said more than words ever could that
this was someone who had weathered much of Frelimo's
struggle. (How rich an experience it would be to write
this person's history laying our in rich detail how he experienced the first war against Portuguese colonialism
and imperialism,how he views the present war against
poverty,illiteracy and a new and more subtle imperialist
offensive.
It's all so powerful,this tale that the Mocambiquan
people are weaving into the general fabric of twentieth
century history. Young people here have such a legacy of
consciousness and struggle upon which to feed as they
grow and develop.
A participant in the struggle presenting a paper on
Mocambiquan education in April this year wrote:'In the
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liberated zones we achieved a high degree of integration •••
We used to produce together and eat the same food. We used
to construct our buildings, for the village and for the
school, and together we used to dig the trenches and shelters
that protected us. In the face of enemy bombings and invasions,
we used to fight together. We were together a people in
struggle, a struggle for an independent Mocambique.
The people were the teachers of Mocambiquan culture,of the
history of our heroes. The students were the teachers of
science, of new methods of analysis. The traditional dances,
dances as old as the people, were taken up, adapted to the new
phase.revived. We used to sing in all the languages; and
dance .with all the tribes. The soldier from the Limpopo shed
his blood on the Makonde Plateau and the rhythmn of the makwaela*
was intermingled with the pulse of the limbondo'* A national
culture was evolving. A pride in being Mocambiquatt
was growing with it. The tribe was dying to give birth to
the nation.'
As I continued listening to the smooth talkin' UN official
in front of me,it was clear that he had never recognized and experienced the fact that the people were his teachers,too.
I though much about Mocambique and Africa that day as I
sat there. I thought about the regu.iar attacks on Mocambique
by the Smith troops that resulted in an average of two
Mocambiquan deaths per day. I thought about the floods which
had so recently cascaded through the Zambesi Province. I
thought of the ver~devastating hailstorm which had bombarded
so many crops and dashed the hopes for a good harvest from the
Maputo region. I thought of the tremendous costs and prices
for food and basics which are so disproportionately borne on
the backs of peasants,workers and urban dwellers through~ut
Africa.
I rejoiced as I talked with the UN official,soberly,
quietly,perhaps,but rejoiced,nonetheless. I was encouraged
because Mocambiquans knew that their strength was not in these

*makwaela is a dance of Southern Mozambique originating
in the South African gold mines.
** Limbondo is another Mozambiquan dance.
-the quotation is from a paper by Cda Ganhao,entitled
The Revolutionary Experience:A Mozambiquan Case Study
presented in Uppsala,Sweden to the Dag Hanunarskjold
Foundation in April,1978.
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squash-and-credit-flow expatriated institutions.But
rather the reservoirs were located in the hundreds of thousands
of children who have known only the liberating experience of
a Frelimo education, a Frelimo upbringing. The Mocambiquan
water table, from the Rovuma to the Limpopo, is being replinished in all the schools,factories,communal villages and various
workplaces where grupos dinimizadores are operating and
where grupos culturais polivalentes are being set up\ The
future of Mozambique is being energized on every football
(soccer) field where the "massification of sport"(for men
and women.I) is taking place. The sun is red and rising,
rich,full and proud, in Mozambique.

*

grupo dinimizador• political organizing group,located
in schools,factories,neighborhoods,hotels,hospitals,etc.
grupos cultural polivalenta• g~oups mobilizing through the
use of dance,theater,poetry,etc.

Contributions or shipments of clothing,books,tools(claw hammers,chisels,axes,
sa,w...:) may be sent to:
Servico Provincial des Refugiados de Sofala
c/o Comando Provincial das Forcas Policias
Beira,Mocambique
or to:
UN High Commission for
Nucleo de Apoio aos Refugiados e
Refugees
Movimentos da Libertacao
C.P. 4595
Rua Pereira
Maputo Mozambique
Maputo Mozambique
Secy for Health
Zimbabwe African National UnionThe Patriotic Front
PB 743 Maputo Mozambique
1

Int"l checks or money orders payable to: Nucleo de Apoio aos Refugiados,Mocambique.

KASSII\IGA ~

APPEAL

Hundreds killed by South African
bombs

180 miles inside Angola, SWAPO has a refugee transit ca mp at Kassinga. On T hursday 4 May, as the
schoolchildren were assembled for their morn ing meeti ng, South African fi ghter bombers attacked.
Over 100 people died instantly, but the raid last ed fo r seven hours and over 600 Nam ibians and
Angolans were killed. There are at least 1,000 w ounded - in need of urgent treatment .
7,000 South African troops, tanks and Mirage f ighter bo mbers were flow n from air bases in the north
of South Africa-occupied Namibia. Hundreds of paratroopers were dropped : they encircled the camp
and moved in, killing whoever they found in t heir path.
The camp housed over 3,000 refugees. The wound ed w ere sti ll being airli fted out of Kassinga four
days after the attack.
A reporter from The Guar dian ( 10.5.78) described the mass graves:
'First we saw gaily coloured frocks , bl ue j eans, sh irts and a few uniforms. Then there was
the sight of the bodies inside them. Swo llen , bloodstained , they were the bodies of young
girls, you ng men, a few older adults, ome young children, all apparently recent arrivals
from Namibia.'

The carefully pIanned attacK was c.1 0Iatant attempt uy ::;outh Anica tu provoke :SWAPU to break oft
talks about a peaceful transfer of power in Namibia, thus allowing the illegal regime to impose its own
internal puppet settlement in Namibia. SWAPO's war of liberation and its internal strength pose
a real threat to the regime and South Africa has retaliated in a calculated and barbarous manner.
Inside Namibia the illegal regime has arrested the entire SWAPO executive and is actively encouraging
thugs to threaten, harass and attack _
members of SWAPO. South Africa has clearly embarked on a
policy of elimination of SWAPO by whatever means possible.
The Kassinga camp and clinic have been almost totally destroyed and, with winter approaching, the
surviving refugees are in urgent need. The Vice President of SWAPO, Mishake Muyongo, in an
emergency trip to London, appealed to the Namibia Support Committee for immediate assistance.
Money collected will be used to buy pain killers, vaccines, antibiotics and other drugs; medical
equipment, light clothing; inflatable mattresses; food; and cooking utensils.
Th; aid agencies have sent supplies to Kassinga but £10,000 must be raised by public collection by
the end of July.
The United Nations is helping with air transport to Angola.
The NSC Health Collective made an immediate response to the attack by airlifting £3,000 worth of
drugs to the devastated camp. This is only a beginning.

ise

by
a

a

contributions from your trade union branches, trades
council, anti-racist group, church, women's organisation,
anti-apartheid group etc

contributions from political parties and your student
union

a sponsored walks, jumble sales, door-to-door collections,
discos and socials

a

write articles for your local newspapers etc

Please send your contributions - large or small - to Namibia Support Committee
(Kassinga Emergency Appeal)
21 /25 Tabernacle Street
London EC2
or to Co-op Bank, 110 Leman Street, London E 1 (Namibia Support Committee Health Collective
account number: 50143124/50)
Cheques should be made payable to NSC Health Collective (Kassinga)

Namibia Support Committee 21/25 Tabernacle Street London EC2 Tel 01-588 4342
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BOTSWANA DAILY NEWS MAY 19, 1978 '
Referring to the · American
corporation with subsidi-aries in
South Africa he remar1<ed that
" we urge these companies to invest in Botswana, Swaziland or
Zambia rather than continuing
to invest in what the UN calls
modern slavery known as apartheid.
The director of the American
"The response to th is ca II has
National Committee to Oppose
been more positive ," he added.
Bank Loans to South Africa. Mr
Mr Nesbitt, who is also the asPrexy Nesbitt has called upon
sociate director of American
the American Government to
Committee on Afrfoa , is in Botsimpose measures which will wana to identify areas in which
make it impossible for her citihis organisation can play in solvzens to be r~cruited as mering refugee problems in southcenaries.
ern Africa.
Mr Nesbitt, who is currently
He said the organisation is
visiting Botswana, said
the
prepared to offer financial and
possibility of American citizens
medical assistance to refugees
having been involved in the killing in Botswana.
of the 15 Botswana Defence
Th is assistance will include
Force soldiers can not be elimiclothing and educat ion
for
nated .
the refugees.
· 'We are pressing the Ameri- I " Many people in the USA are
can government to end the viciaware of the heroic role placed
ous business of recruiting merby the frontline states to support
1
cenaries in USA to go to
refugees from the oppressive
Rhodesia and South Africa.· ·
; situations in this part of Africa
, such as the 'fascist South Africa '
and racist Rhodesia " .

Stop'em _

becoming

'War dogs'

From
Mr Nesbitt, who arrived here
on Monday on a fact-finding
mission of Frontline states, said
part of the success of the campaign has been brought about
by the brutality of the South Africe regime .
"I think the death of Steve
Biko, the banning of numerous
anti-aparthe id organisations
and the deaths of scores of people in South African jails is helping to make the American people understand what a fascist
state the regime is."
He observed that a number of
religious groups and banks have
started to withdraw their investment from South Africa.
He called for full support to
the toiling masses of Zimbabweans, Namibians and South Africans in their just struggle for
freedom . He added : " Our
brothers and sisters in the
struggle forneed our support to
acieve freedom ."
Mr Nesbitt further stated that
his organisation differs greatly
with American foreign policy of
double standard . He remarked
that whileUS claims to be opposed to the apartheid policies ,
she refuses to cut economic tie~
with the oppressive regime of
Vorster.
During his stay in Gaborone
he met Administrative Secretary
in the Office of the President , Mr
Charles Tibone , mmbers of the
Refugee Council. the local United Nations High Commissioner
tor Refugees and members of
the University of Botswana and
Swaziland ,s department of
Theology and Religious Studies.
He is exoected to vis i t the
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Selibe-Phikwe refugee camp
tomorrow.
Both organisations represented by Mr Nesbitt are voluntary and do not enjoy any assistance from the US Government and " we do not want any
assistance from the Federal
Government. "
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